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Jahnvi Kapoor believes every woman should feel proud of her beauty

ctor Jahnvi Kapoor strongly believes in the beauty of women and says every woman
has a beautiful journey and should feel proud of her beauty and not feel unapologetic
about it.

"Every woman has a di�erent journey when it comes to beauty and they should be proud of
it. They don't need to follow anyone as no two things can ever be same and at the same
time be unapologetic about it," Jahnvi told reporters in Mumbai on Wednesday at an event. 
Jahnvi, who believes in keeping it simple, has been appointed as the ambassador of beauty
brand Nykaa.

Also Read | Ganesh Chaturthi 2018: Celebrate this festival with this playlist
(http://www.newsnation.in/entertainment/bollywood-news/ganesh-chaturthi-2018-
bollywood-shri-ganesha-ganpati-bappa-moreya-celebrate-the-birth-of-lord-ganesha-with-
this-festive-playlist-article-202660.html)

"It is human nature that you want to have a control over the way you look.. It is a form of
self expression. I take great deal of interest in it. Even while growing up I have seen my
mom getting ready for shoots and events. One of the vivid memories that I have is that she
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was so good at doing make up," the actor said.

Known for her glowing skin, Jahnvi often indulges in homemade techniques for a healthy
skin.

Also Read | Happy I got to tell my truth: Sunny Leone
(http://www.newsnation.in/entertainment/bollywood-news/happy-i-got-to-tell-my-truth-
sunny-leone-karenjit-kaur-the-untold-story-of-sunny-leone-bollywood-actor-article-
202698.html)

"Today, people are leaning towards looking more natural and this is something I enjoy
much more. I love shades that are more natural and simple as opposed to heavy," she
added.  Janhvi is now working in Karan Johar's Takht, which is set for release in 2020. The
�lm also stars Kareena Kapoor Khan, Alia Bhatt (/topic/alia-bhatt), Ranveer Singh
(/topic/ranveer-singh), Anil Kapoor (/topic/anil-kapoor), Vicky Kaushal, Bhumi Pednekar.

For all the latest Entertainment News (http://www.newsnation.in/entertainment) Download the News Nation App available
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Read Full Story (http://www.newsnation.in/cities/lucknow-news/breaking-barriers-hindus-muslims-unite-for-

development-article-202710.html?cscroll=) 

indus and Muslims in Jalaun district of Uttar Pradesh have transcended communal
barriers to help the local administration in relocating some religious structures

which had held up building of a �yover for 14 long years. 
 
In all, two temples, seven mazaars (tombs) and a mosque have been relocated, while a
portion of a boundary wall of a dargah (the grave of a revered religious �gure) was removed

to facilitate construction of the...
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